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1. Statistics
Torah: 0. Nebiim: 1. Ketubim: 1. Total: 2.
2a. Literal Use
The hj;q:r“m, is the main working vessel of the j'qEwrø, the artisan
making cosmetic unguents and incense from fragrant herbs, spices
and resins (AEMI, 99-119; SAT, vol. 3, 1-50). The vessel occurs
only twice in the bible, and in similes only.
2b. Figurative Use
In Job 41:23 the word occurs parallel to → rys in the verse j'yTir"y"
hj;q:r"M,K' µyciy: µy: hl;Wxm] rySiK' ‘He makes the depths seethe like a
cauldron; He makes the sea like a perfume boiler’ (JPS). The
comparison suggests a fairly large and wide (the sea!) cooking
vessel of either clay or metal. Kelso, CVOT, 25, No. 57, suggested that such a delicate art as making perfume ‘requires exact
temperatures and only copper is suitable for such purposes. Furthermore a copper kettle would not absorb the expensive perfume
as would a ceramic piece.’ However, this argument is not conclusive since it has been established that the hot steeping of aromatic
flowers and resins in oil or fat (the so-called maceration process)
took place not directly over the fire, but in or over a vessel containing boiling water (AEMT, 461; supported by the findings of
Ebeling 1948). So, in principle the seething vessel might also be
a pot of clay.
However, if we may assume that the same word occurs in
Ezek. 24:10, the next verse strongly suggests that it was a vessel of bronze. Although the meaning of hj;q:r"M,h' in Ezek. 24:10 is
uncertain, there is no convincing reason to emend hj;q:r"M,h' jq"r"h'w"
into either qr:M;h' qjer"h' or qr:M;h' qrEh,; because both of these emendations destroy the verse’s increasing climax. The noun is closely
related to tj'q"r"mi ‘compound of spices’ (Exod. 30:25, 2 Chron.
16:14, 1 Chron. 9:30) and to the verb jqr, ‘blend spices’, and so
it is likely related to the production of incenses and perfumes.
As it was made of bronze and could be left standing on the fire
(Ezek. 24:11), it may refer to a boiler vessel used in the process of
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maceration. In this connection the use of the hiphil jqrh, never
explained to satisfaction, may refer to the steeping process, possibly of the double-boiler method, in or on this vessel (‘let the
perfume boiler do its blending’). While the materials were not
boiled to maximum capacity in this way, since the jar containing
an oil base and spices was indirectly heated in or over the vat
with boiling water, the aromatic ingredients would be completely
absorbed into the oil base. This metaphor may therefore refer to
the complete absorption of all flesh. Such a complete annihilation
is referred to when the pot is left standing empty on the fire,
after the liquid has evaporated. Even so, the comparison has an
ironic intention. Instead of fragrance the process will produce a
bad odour.
3. Epigraphic Hebrew
Not attested.
4. Cognates
The root rqh. is attested in several North-West Semitic languages
as well as in Akkadian (DULAT, 746; HALAT, 1202-3).
Akkadian: ruqqû ‘to prepare perfume’ (CAD (R), 420); muraqqû/murraqqı̄tu, ‘perfume maker’ (CAD M/2, 218); narqı̄tu ‘perfume’ (CAD (N) 1, 362; Tawil, ALCBH, 225)
5. Ancient Versions

Ì and other Greek versions: No equivalent in Ezek. 24:10; Job
41:23 tov ejxavleiptron, ‘unguent-box’ (GELS-L, 157; LSJ, 583).
For Ezek. 24:10, Àò e{yhsi" ‘boiling’ (LSJ, 751); Áò skeuasiva, ‘preparation (of food and pharmaceutical recipes)’ (LSJ, 1607). For
Job 41:23 Àò mureyhthvrion, ‘ointment-pot’ (JSJ, 1153); ßò wJ" ajnabrassomevnhn r[tusin, ‘like the boiling of seasoning’ (LSJ, 100,
250). So the ancient Greek witnesses have preserved a vague notion of what is meant.
Ê: Interprets Ezek. 24:10 as a sustained metaphor for battle pre-

parations, and the phrase under consideration has accordingly
been translated as abrq ydb[ hl[ ˆymzw ‘and prepare warriors
against her’; Job 41:23 alktm – Levy, CWT, II, 81: ‘Hohlgefäss’,
Jastrow, 862: ‘apothecary’s pot’. A widespread variant reading (in
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part transmitted under the heading aòòl) reads amsbm ‘ointment
pot (?)’.

Í: Ezek. 24.10 !artah. reth.ā, ‘let the broth boil’; Job 41:23 is missing in Í.
◊: Ezek. 24:10 concoquetur universa conpositio; Job 41:23 unguenta.
6. Judaic Sources
Interpreting Ezek. 24:10, the phrase hj;q:r"M,h' jq"r"h'w" is taken to refer
to desirable spices used at a banquet (ynaç µkyyj awh ˚wrb çwdqh rma
hdw[sb ˆylw[ ˆhç wllh µymçb wmk wyl[ bybj µknwmm hçw[, ‘The Holy
One blessed be He, replied: “By your lives, I will make your wealth
as desirable to him as the spices which are used at a banquet” ’;
QohR proem 5). The anger and grief felt by the Israelites at
their exile is compared to the cognate noun in Aramaic (atjqrm),
referring to boiling ingredients, in an interpretation of the next
phrase in Ezek. 24:10: hyh larçy wlgç h[çb axwm ta wrty twmx[hw
atjqrm adhk sswt ˆpwg, ‘ “And let the bones be charred”, you
find that at the time when the Israelites were exiled their bodies
boiled like an ointment vat’. Steaming refers to boiling water of
100 degrees Celsius, and may therefore imply the double-boiler
method discussed above.
In b. Shab. 77b atlykçm, the equivalent for hj;q:r“m, in Targ. Job
41:23, is defined as a small washing pitcher.
7. Illustrations
Cf. Singer et al. 1956, 292, fig. 190; Manniche 1989, esp. 50, 56-57.
8. Archaeological Remarks
[Will be added later on.]
9. Conclusion
Almost all references and translations refer to a vessel used in the
production of incense and perfume, for the blending of spices. The
vessel was heated to the point of boiling, the intensity of which
triggered comparisons to stormy seas and steaming bodies. For its
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purpose, however, direct heating would not have been adequate,
so that the word hj;q:r“m, may refer to a wide vessel containing
boiling water, in which or on which maceration of herbs and spices
took place for a prolonged period.
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